STEM

General Information

The STEM Division is one of three academic divisions at WVU-Potomac State College. The STEM Division offers a variety of majors in the areas of science, engineering, and mathematics that lead to an associate of arts or associate of applied science degree. These majors are primarily designed to transfer into bachelor degree programs on the Morgantown campus of West Virginia University; however, many of our courses are also transferable to other institutions. We also have two majors, health sciences and surgical technology, that can lead to employment upon completion of the degree. Some of our majors, like pre-nursing, pre-occupational therapy and pre-pharmacy, provide all the prerequisite courses needed to apply directly to their associated programs. In addition to the various majors we offer, the STEM Division also provides support courses, like math and biology, for other majors. Courses offered within the STEM Division provide an excellent foundation needed to be successful in more advanced science, engineering and math courses required for various bachelor degrees.
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